
Adam M. Thompson (aka AbstractMiami)

Adam Thompson is a multi-talented artist hailing from
Philadelphia and now based in Miami. He has honed his craft
in abstract painting and installations, using his unique
vision and perspective to create captivating works of art.
Adam's education at the University of Pennsylvania, where he
studied Architecture and English with a focus in creative
writing, has had a profound impact on his work.

In 2008, his talent was acknowledged by SOFI Magazine,
which named him one of the "33 Emerging Creative Artists You
Need to Know." This recognition helped launch his career and
led to his first Art Basel show at the Red Steakhouse
rooftop.

Since then, Adam has been selling and exhibiting his
work globally. His pieces can be found in homes, museums, and
walls in locations ranging from Los Angeles to Milan, and
have even been listed in the National Trust for Historic
Preservation. Adam's work has received wide recognition, with
features in various media outlets such as Vanity Fair, CNBC,
and NPR.



Flamingo Numero Uno
Mixed Media on Canvas

5’ x 5’
Miami Beach 2022

This is the largest piece I have yet to do in my flamingo series. It is
made with Stucco, Acrylic, tempera, spray, and other types of paint and
various materials to give it a one of a kind texture. It was created over
the course of 2 years via many layers of complete paintings, some of which

are visible beneath the surface.



Flamingo #1 and #2

2022

On the left is the original Adam Thompson Flamingo representing the
duality of order and chaos. I have one of these hanging in my home at all
times as a reminder that sometimes the most beautiful things can be the
most complex. The one on the right is a one off companion to the series
showing that simplicity isn’t always a bad thing and can be beautiful in

its own right.



This wall mountable sculpture from the “If Seats Could Talk” exhibition
was on display at the Art Deco Museum at 1001 Ocean Drive in 2019 and is a
chance to own a piece of Miami history. It was made in partnership with
the Virginia Key Beach Park Trust, the Miami Marine Stadium, and the city

of MIami to bring awareness to the artistic heritage of the historic
stadium and the restoration plans for it. The piece is listed in the
National Trust for Historic Preservation with the rest of the series.



L.h.o.o.q.
4’ x 6’

Acrylic and Spray Paint on Canvas
2019 - Milan



Pretty in Pink
4’ x 6’

Acrylic and Spray Paint on Canvas
2019 - Milan



Kiss Kiss
Acrylic, tempera, and spray paint on canvas

72” x 48”
2021 - Miami Beach



She’s a Bird
Embossed Digital Print on Brushed Aluminum)

48” x 48”
2019 - Miami



Progression of an Argument no. 1
Acrylic and Spray Paint on Canvas

40” x 40”
2018 - New York Fashion Week


